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Author's response to reviews:

Dear BioMed Central Editorial Production Team,

Based on your review comments, we revised as below.

1. Reference 9: This is a book with institutional author and we changed as below.

2. Reference 22: We found one spelling error in URL and revised as below.
   Russian analytical digest No. 48 (17Oct2008) [http://www.res.ethz.ch/analysis/rad/]

3. Tables shading: We revised it bold.

4. Table size: We reduced the Table to fit the A4 portrait page.

5. Figure title and legends: We deleted the title, number and legend in Figures and legend was added in Manuscript.

6. Minor changes were revised as below
   Title page - Removed word count information.
   Abstract - Removed keywords from the manuscript and the submission system.
   Changed 'Contributors' to 'Authors' contributions'
   Changed 'Conflict of interests statement' to 'Competing interests'.
   Removed the 'Ethical approval' section.
   Table title and legend - A text as a legend (or key) was placed below the table.
   Figures – Changed Fig to Figure.

Thanks and best regards,
Sung-il Cho